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Abstract

Personalizing dialogue agents is important for001
dialogue systems to generate more specific,002
consistent, and engaging responses. How-003
ever, most current dialogue personalization ap-004
proaches rely on explicit persona descriptions005
during inference, which severely restricts its006
application. In this paper, we propose a novel007
approach that learns to predict persona infor-008
mation based on the dialogue history to per-009
sonalize the dialogue agent without relying on010
any explicit persona descriptions during infer-011
ence. Experimental results on the PersonaChat012
dataset show that the proposed method can im-013
prove the consistency of generated responses014
when conditioning on the predicted profile of015
the dialogue agent (i.e. “self persona”), and016
improve the engagingness of the generated re-017
sponses when conditioning on the predicted018
persona of the dialogue partner (i.e. “their per-019
sona”). We also find that a trained persona pre-020
diction model can be successfully transferred021
to other datasets and help generate more rele-022
vant responses.023

1 Introduction024

Recently, end-to-end dialogue response genera-025

tion models (Sordoni et al., 2015; Serban et al.,026

2016; Bordes et al., 2017) based on recent ad-027

vances of neural sequence-to-sequence learning028

models (Sutskever et al., 2014; Vaswani et al.,029

2017) have gained increasing popularity as they030

can generate fluent responses. However, as the031

dialogue agent is trained with datasets contain-032

ing dialogues from many different speakers, it can033

not generate personalized responses for the current034

speaker, making the generated responses less rele-035

vant and engaging (Li et al., 2016b).036

To address this problem, recent studies attempt037

to personalize dialogue systems by generating di-038

alogue responses conditioning on given persona039

descriptions have been shown to help dialogue040

agents perform better (Zhang et al., 2018; Mazaré041

et al., 2018). However, a major drawback of the 042

current dialogue agent personalization approaches 043

is that they require explicit persona descriptions in 044

both training and inference stages, which severely 045

limits their application in real-world scenarios be- 046

cause detailed persona descriptions for current 047

speakers are not available in most scenarios. An- 048

other problem is that current dialogue personaliza- 049

tion approaches are not interpretable and the role 050

of additional persona information is unclear. 051

In this paper, we propose a novel dialogue agent 052

personalization approach that automatically infers 053

the speaker’s persona based on the dialogue his- 054

tory which implicitly contains persona informa- 055

tion. Our model generates personalized dialogue 056

responses based on the dialogue history and the 057

inferred speaker persona, alleviating the necessity 058

of the persona description during inference. 059

Specifically, we propose two different ap- 060

proaches to perform persona detection. The first 061

approach learns a “persona approximator” which 062

takes dialogue history as the input and is trained to 063

approximate the output representation of a persona 064

encoder that takes explicit persona description as 065

the input. The second approach instead addresses 066

the persona detection problem as a sequence-to- 067

sequence learning problem and learns a “persona 068

generator” which takes the dialogue history as the 069

input and generates the persona description of the 070

speaker. This approach provides a stronger super- 071

vision signal compared with the first approach and 072

is more interpretable as the encoded persona infor- 073

mation can be decoded to reconstruct the detected 074

persona description. 075

Our proposed approach can be used to incor- 076

porate both “self-persona” which is the persona 077

information of the dialogue agent, and “their- 078

persona” which is the persona information of the 079

dialogue partner. On one hand, generating dia- 080

logue responses conditioning on the inferred “self- 081

persona” can help the dialogue agent maintain a 082
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Figure 1: Illustration of the proposed persona detection models. The persona approximator is on the left. It is
trained to maximize the embedding similarity between persona embedding approximated by the persona approxi-
mator and the persona encoder, which is obtained by taking dialogue history and persona description respectively.
The persona generator is on the right, which is trained to recover persona description from the dialogue history,
thus can also be viewed as a “persona denosing-autoencoder”. The persona decoder is employed for training and
only the persona encoder is used during inference.

consistent persona during the conversation, thus083

enhancing the consistency of generated responses084

without the need of a pre-defined persona descrip-085

tion for every dialogue agent. On the other hand,086

generating dialogue responses conditioning on the087

predicted persona of the dialogue partner helps the088

dialogue model generate more engaging responses089

that are relevant to its dialogue partner. The abil-090

ity to automatically infer the persona information091

of the dialogue partner is particularly attractive be-092

cause in many real-world application scenarios,093

the persona information of the user is hardly avail-094

able before the dialogue starts. In addition, to fa-095

cilitate training and tackle the problem of lacking096

training data, we propose to train the persona de-097

tection model with multi-task learning by sharing098

layers and training jointly with the dialogue con-099

text encoder in both approaches.100

Our experiments on dialogue datasets with and101

without the persona description demonstrate the102

effectiveness of the proposed approach and show103

that a trained persona detection model can be suc-104

cessfully transferred to datasets without persona105

description.106

2 Related Work107

Preliminary study on dialogue personalization (Li108

et al., 2016b) attempts to use a persona-based neu-109

ral conversation model to capture individual char-110

acteristics such as background information and111

speaking style. However, it requires the current112

speaker during inference to have sufficient dia-113

logue utterances included in the training set, which114

is quite restricted by the cold-start problem.115

More recently, Zhang et al. (2018) released 116

the PersonaChat dataset which incorporates per- 117

sona of two speakers represented as multiple sen- 118

tences of profile description to personalize dia- 119

logue agents. They propose a profile memory net- 120

work by considering the dialogue history as in- 121

put and then performing attention over the per- 122

sona to be combined with the dialogue history. 123

Mazaré et al. (2018) proposed to train a persona 124

encoder and combine the encoded persona em- 125

bedding with context representation by concate- 126

nation. The combined representation is then fed 127

into the dialogue decoder to generate personal- 128

ized responses. (Yavuz et al., 2019) designed 129

the DeepCopy model, which leverages copy mech- 130

anism to incorporate persona texts and Madotto 131

et al. (2019) propose to use meta-learning to adapt 132

to the current speaker quickly, their approach also 133

requires several dialogues of the speaker to per- 134

form dialogue personalization, which is different 135

from our approach. Welleck et al. (2019) propose 136

a dialogue natural language inference dataset and 137

use it to measure and improve the consistency of 138

the dialogue system. More recently, Zheng et al. 139

(2019) propose personalized dialogue generation 140

with diversified traits. Song et al. (2020) introduce 141

a multi-stage response generation stage to improve 142

the personalization of generated responses. Wu 143

et al. (2020) propose a variational response gener- 144

ator to better exploit persona information. Differ- 145

ent from the aforementioned works, our approach 146

does not require persona information during test 147

time, which makes it more generally applicable. 148
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3 Methodology149

The motivation behind the proposed approach is150

that we can learn to detect the profile (i.e., per-151

sona) of dialogue speakers based on the dialogue152

history, which is demonstrated by experimental re-153

sults in Zhang et al. (2018) that we can train a154

model to effectively distinguish the corresponding155

persona from randomly sampled negative persona156

based on the dialogue history.157

The key idea is to jointly train a persona detec-158

tion model with a conventional dialogue response159

generation model. The persona detection model is160

trained with persona description to infer the per-161

sona information based on the dialogue history,162

which provides persona information for the dia-163

logue model, thus alleviating the necessity of pro-164

vided persona information during test time. We165

propose two different persona detection models.166

The first model is a “persona approximator” and167

the second is a “persona generator”. An overview168

of the proposed models is illustrated in Figure 1.169

We describe them in detail in this section, together170

with a multi-task learning objective which facili-171

tates the training stage of the model.172

3.1 Task Definition173

Given a dialogue dataset D with personas, an ex-174

ample of the dataset can be represented as a triplet175

(h, p, r). Specifically, h = {u1, u2, ..., unh},176

which represents the dialogue history with nh ut-177

terances. p = {p1, p2, ..., pnp}, which represents178

a persona with np profile sentences. r represents179

the ground-truth response. Existing personalized180

dialogue models learn a dialogue response gener-181

ation modelG which takes h and p as input during182

inference and generates a personalized response183

G(h, p). Our goal is to learn a persona detec-184

tion modelD which enables the dialogue model to185

generate personalized response G(h,D(h)) with-186

out relying on given persona description p during187

test time. In this way, the persona description in188

the dataset is used to train the personalized dia-189

logue agent and after training, our model should be190

able to generate personalized dialogue responses191

without relying on persona description.192

3.2 Persona Approximator193

The idea of persona approximator is that given194

a trained personalized dialogue model with per-195

sona encoder which takes the persona description196

as input and outputs the persona embedding, we197

can train a persona approximator which takes the 198

dialogue history as input and learns to output a 199

persona embedding which is similar with that en- 200

coded by the trained persona encoder. Persona em- 201

bedding approximation is possible as dialogue his- 202

tory is shown to be sufficient for discriminating the 203

corresponding persona (Zhang et al., 2018). 204

Formally, given dialogue history h and persona 205

description p, the persona encoder E takes p as 206

input and outputs persona embedding emb(p) = 207

E(p). The proposed persona approximator A 208

takes h as input and outputs the approximated per- 209

sona embedding a = A(h). The training objective 210

of A is to optimize the embedding similarity (e.g. 211

cosine similarity) between a and emb(p). 212

We discuss several pros and cons of the pro- 213

posed persona approximator here. The advantage 214

of this approach is that it alleviates the require- 215

ment of persona description during training and 216

can incorporate several off-the-shelf personalized 217

dialogue models with persona encoder seamlessly. 218

However, as the persona encoder itself is far from 219

perfect and non-interpretable, a persona approxi- 220

mator which is trained to approximate the persona 221

encoder may also be sub-optimal and even less in- 222

terpretable. Another issue is that the persona ap- 223

proximator can only be trained after training the 224

dialogue model and persona encoder. To allevi- 225

ate this problem and train an interpretable per- 226

sona detection model more effectively, we propose 227

another persona detection model which is named 228

“persona generator”. 229

3.3 Persona Generator 230

As dialogue history can be used to predict the 231

corresponding persona, which is demonstrated 232

by Zhang et al. (2018), we hypothesize that dia- 233

logue history implicitly contains the persona of di- 234

alogue partners. Therefore, we argue that a good 235

persona detection model should be able to recon- 236

struct the dialogue partners’ persona descriptions 237

based on the dialogue history. Based on this in- 238

sight, we propose a “persona generator” model 239

which formulates the persona detection problem 240

as a sequence-to-sequence learning problem and 241

train the persona generator to recover the textual 242

persona description of dialogue partners from the 243

dialogue history. 244

Formally, the persona generator receives the di- 245

alogue history h as input and is trained to gener- 246

ate the persona description p, which is a sequence 247
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of tokens pi of length n. The persona genera-248

tor is trained by maximizing the likelihood of the249

ground-truth persona descriptions:250

Lpg = −
n∑

i=1

logP (pi|p<i, h) (1)251

As illustrated in Figure 1(b), the persona genera-252

tor consists of a persona encoder and a persona de-253

coder. During training, the persona encoder takes254

the dialogue history as input and outputs a persona255

embedding that represents the persona information256

of either the dialogue model or its dialogue part-257

ner. The persona embedding is then concatenated258

with the context embedding generated by the di-259

alogue encoder and fed into the dialogue decoder260

to generate the response. In addition, the persona261

embedding is also fed into the persona decoder to262

generate the textual persona description of the dia-263

logue partner. During inference, only the encoder264

of the trained persona generator will be used to265

provide persona information for the response gen-266

eration model.267

While previous dialogue personalization ap-268

proaches, as well as the aforementioned persona269

approximator, generally train the persona encoder270

to maximize the likelihood of gold responses with271

MLE and can not ensure that the persona en-272

coder actually captures useful persona informa-273

tion, the persona generator is directly trained to274

generate persona information from dialogue his-275

tory, which enforces the persona information to276

be successfully captured. This approach also en-277

hances the interpretability of the dialogue person-278

alization procedure as the persona embedding en-279

coded from dialogue history can be decoded into280

persona description with the decoder of trained281

persona generator.282

3.4 Multi-Task Learning283

Training the proposed persona detection models284

can be difficult because the available persona de-285

scription is limited. To alleviate this problem,286

we propose to adopt multi-task learning (Argyriou287

et al., 2006) by training the dialogue encoder288

jointly with the persona detection model. This is289

possible because both the dialogue encoder and290

the persona detection model take dialogue history291

as input and outputs a latent vector. The differ-292

ence is that the dialogue context encoder is trained293

to provide direct information for response genera-294

tion while the persona detection model is trained295

to predict persona description. These two tasks 296

both require dialogue understanding and common- 297

sense reasoning ability, which can be shared and 298

help each other generalize better. We thus pro- 299

pose to adopt the multi-task learning paradigm to 300

facilitate training. Specifically, we share the pa- 301

rameter of the first layer, which can be viewed as 302

a general-purpose dialogue information encoder, 303

between the dialogue context encoder and the per- 304

sona detection model. 305

In addition, we also train the persona detection 306

model to maximize the likelihood of ground-truth 307

responses together with the dialogue model, which 308

ensures that the persona detection model not only 309

encodes persona information but also helps gener- 310

ate more fluent dialogue responses. We control the 311

relative importance between the original MLE ob- 312

jective and the training objectives of the proposed 313

persona detection models by weighting the loss of 314

persona detection objective with a hyperparame- 315

ter α which is empirically set to 0.1 in our experi- 316

ments. 317

4 Experiments 318

4.1 Dataset 319

We conduct our experiments on PersonaChat 320

dataset (Zhang et al., 2018) which is a multi-turn 321

chit-chat conversation dataset containing conver- 322

sations between human annotators who are ran- 323

domly assigned a “persona”. We experiment with 324

two settings where the models are trained either 325

with the persona description of themselves (i.e., 326

self persona) or with the persona description of 327

their dialogue partner (i.e., their persona). We 328

present an example of the dataset in the Appendix. 329

In addition, we also expect our approach to be 330

able to perform personalized dialogue response 331

generation on other datasets (application scenar- 332

ios) where persona description is not available 333

even in the training set. Therefore, we also con- 334

duct experiments on the Dailydialog dataset (Li 335

et al., 2017), which is a multi-turn dialogue dataset 336

in a similar domain with PersonaChat but without 337

persona description, to explore the transferability 338

of our approach. 339

4.2 Evaluation Metrics 340

For automated evaluation, we employ the follow- 341

ing metrics following previous work: 342

• Perplexity Following Zhang et al. (2018), we 343

use perplexity (ppl) to measure the fluency 344
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of responses. Lower perplexity means better345

fluency.346

• Distinct Following (Li et al., 2016a), we cal-347

culate the token ratios of distinct bigrams348

(Distinct-2, abbreviated as Dst for conve-349

nience). We use this metric to measure the350

diversity of the responses.351

• Hits@1 Following Zhang et al. (2018),352

Hit@1 measures the percentage of correct353

identification of a gold answer from a set of354

19 distractors.355

• Consistency In addition, we train a dia-356

logue natural language inference model on357

the DNLI dataset (Welleck et al., 2019) by358

fine-tuning BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). We359

are able to achieve a test set accuracy of360

88.60%, which is comparable to the best re-361

ported model (Welleck et al., 2019) (88.20%362

accuracy). The consistency metric (Cons) is363

then defined following (Madotto et al., 2019):364

365

NLI (u, pj) =

 1 if u entails pj
0 if u is independent to pj
−1 if u contradicts pj

Cons(u) =
∑m

j NLI (u, pj)
(2)366

As automated metrics generally fail to corre-367

lates well with human evaluation (Liu et al., 2016;368

Zhou and Xu, 2020). We also systematically con-369

duct human evaluation to further evaluate the pro-370

posed method. Specifically, we invite 20 human371

annotators that are all graduate students with good372

English proficiency to evaluate the quality of the373

model. Following Zhang et al. (2018), we ask hu-374

man annotators to interact with compared models375

and evaluate the fluency, engagingness, and con-376

sistency of the model (scored between 1- 5). In ad-377

dition, the degree of personalization of the model378

is measured by the ability of human annotators to379

detect the model’s profile after the conversation,380

which is measured by displaying the real persona381

description together with a randomly sampled per-382

sona description and asking the human annota-383

tor to select which is more likely to be the pro-384

file of the model. The persona detection metric is385

only available in PersonaChat where test persona386

is available.387

4.3 Compared Models 388

To explore to what extent our proposed approach 389

is able to personalize dialogue agents, we com- 390

pare two variants of our model which incorpo- 391

rate the persona approximator method and the per- 392

sona generator method with the following baseline 393

models: 394

• TransferTransfo A Transformer-based di- 395

alogue response generation pre-trained on 396

general monolingual corpus by Wolf et al. 397

(2019) which has 110M parameters and fine- 398

tuned on Personachat by pre-pending all per- 399

sona descriptions at the begining of the dia- 400

logue context. 401

• TransferTransfo w/o persona The same 402

pre-trained TransferTransfo model fine-tuned 403

on Personachat dataset without using persona 404

information during training or inference. 405

• TransferTransfo+PE A transformer-based 406

dialogue model based on pre-trained Trans- 407

ferTransfo model and fine-tuned by training 408

a transformer-based persona encoder to pro- 409

vide persona embedding information. 410

• DeepCopy An RNN-based hierarchical 411

pointer network, which leverages copy 412

mechanism to integrate persona (Yavuz 413

et al., 2019). 414

• GPMN Generative Profile Memory Net- 415

work (Zhang et al., 2018) is an RNN-based 416

model that encodes persona as memory rep- 417

resentations in a memory network. 418

Both of our models (Persona Approximator and 419

Persona Generator) are based on pre-trained 420

TransferTransfo (Wolf et al., 2019) and fine- 421

tuned on Personachat. Specifically, the dia- 422

logue generation model is a 12-layer decoder- 423

only transformer with masked self-attention heads 424

(768-dimensional states and 12 attention heads). 425

Fine-tuning hyperparameters are kept the same 426

with Wolf et al. (2019). To make the model com- 427

patible with the encoder-decoder architecture de- 428

scribed in the method section, we consider the hid- 429

den state of the last token in the transformer model 430

as the context embedding. For the persona en- 431

coder, we share all layers except the last layer in 432

the multi-task setting. The RNN-based baselines 433

are trained from scratch and we used their original 434
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Method Self Persona Their Persona
ppl Dst Hits@1 Cons ppl Dst Hits@1 Cons

TransferTransfo 17.78 21.5∗ 80.1 0.32 18.31 22.3∗ 76.5 0.25
TransferTransfo+PE 17.41 21.1 82.0∗ 0.35 18.15 21.8 77.2∗ 0.28∗
DeepCopy 36.35 12.2 52.7 0.11 36.77 13.7 49.6 0.07
GPMN 36.11 13.5 54.9 0.15 36.45 14.8 51.4 0.10
TransferTransfo w/o persona 19.87 18.4 67.3 0.04 - - - -
Persona Approximator 18.33 19.8 73.3 0.22 18.59 20.4 71.2 0.16
Persona Generator 17.31∗ 21.1 81.2 0.34 18.11 21.9 76.8 0.28∗

Table 1: Performance of dialogue models on automated evaluation metrics in the PersonaChat testset. “Self
persona” means that the model is conditioned on the persona description of itself while “their persona” means the
model is conditioned on the persona of its dialogue partner. We report the median as 5 random runs as the result.
∗ denote statistically significant with p-value < 0.05.

architecture and training methods in the original435

paper.436

4.4 Experimental Results437

Results on PersonaChat We first present the438

experimental results on the PersonaChat dataset439

where persona description is available during440

training. In this scenario, the persona detection441

model is trained in the same domain as the re-442

sponse generation model.443

The results of automated evaluation metrics are444

shown in Table 1. First, we can see that models445

explicitly incorporate textual persona descriptions,446

including the dialogue model that incorporate447

a persona encoder (i.e., TransferTransfo+PE)448

or pre-pend persona descriptions (i.e., Transfer-449

Transfo), outperform the baseline model that does450

not exploit persona information by a relatively451

large margin in all automated metrics. Also,452

dialogue models with a pre-trained Transformer453

model (i.e., TransferTransfo) substantially outper-454

form RNN-based models.455

As for our proposed approaches, we find that456

both persona detection models substantially im-457

prove the performance upon the baseline with the458

pre-trained TransferTransfo model without using459

persona information. It also significantly outper-460

forms several models based on RNNs and use per-461

sona description during test time. When compar-462

ing the proposed two persona detection models,463

it is clear that the persona generator method per-464

forms much better than the persona approxima-465

tor. More surprisingly, we find that it outperforms466

the competitive TransferTransfo model on sev-467

eral automated metrics despite not using any per-468

sona information at test time. We hypothesis that469

it is because the persona generator is trained with 470

the reconstruction loss which is a useful supervi- 471

sion signal that is complementary to the MLE ob- 472

jective. In contrast, the persona encoder is trained 473

jointly with the dialogue model by simply maxi- 474

mizing the likelihood of gold responses and may 475

not actually capture the persona information. 476

When comparing the performance of our pro- 477

posed approaches trained with either “self per- 478

sona” and “their persona”, we can see that train- 479

ing the persona detection to predict the persona 480

information of the dialogue system itself helps the 481

model to maintain a consistent persona, thus im- 482

proving the consistency of generated responses. In 483

contrast, training the persona detection model to 484

predict the persona of its dialogue partner helps 485

the model to generate more diverse responses. 486

Human evaluation results are shown in Table 2. 487

We can see that dialogue models which explic- 488

itly incorporate textual persona descriptions sig- 489

nificantly improves all human evaluation metrics. 490

As for our proposed approaches, we find that 491

both proposed persona detection models can im- 492

prove the consistency, engagingness, and per- 493

sona detection accuracy upon the baseline seq2seq 494

model without sacrificing the fluency of generated 495

responses. The persona generator performs better 496

than the persona approximator, which is consis- 497

tent with the results in the automated evaluation. 498

In addition, the persona generator model performs 499

comparably and even better when compared with 500

the competitive TransferTransfo baseline. This 501

demonstrates that our proposed method can effec- 502

tively personalize dialogue agents without relying 503

on pre-defined persona descriptions at test time. 504

Similarly, we find that when conditioning on 505
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Model Persona Fluency Engagingness Consistency Persona Detection
TransferTransfo self 3.49 3.47 3.47 0.85
TransferTransfo their 3.43 3.54 3.39 0.79
TransferTransfo both 3.55 3.63 3.51 0.88
TransferTransfo+PE self 3.47 3.49 3.45 0.83
TransferTransfo+PE their 3.45 3.51 3.36 0.80
TransferTransfo+PE both 3.53 3.65 3.53 0.86
DeepCopy self 2.99 2.95 2.99 0.64
DeepCopy their 2.93 2.97 2.97 0.60
GPMN self 3.04 2.96 3.04 0.66
GPMN their 2.96 2.97 3.00 0.61
TransferTransfo w/o persona − 3.28 3.13 3.17 0.62
Persona Approximator self 3.37 3.32 3.27 0.75
Persona Approximator their 3.30 3.35 3.19 0.72
Persona Generator self 3.50 3.51 3.43 0.85
Persona Generator their 3.45 3.59 3.31 0.80
Persona Generator both 3.58∗ 3.67∗ 3.47 0.88

Table 2: Human evaluation of dialogue models with different personalization approaches on the PersonaChat
dataset. ∗ denote statistically significant with p-value < 0.05.

Model Per Fluen Engag Consis
Trans w/o persona − 3.31 3.37 3.41
Persona Generator self 3.50 3.48 3.55
Persona Generator their 3.43 3.55 3.51

Table 3: Performance of dialogue models with dif-
ferent personalization approaches on the Dailidialog
dataset, persona encoder is not applicable as no persona
description is available.

“self persona” as incorporating the persona de-506

scription helps dialogue agents maintain a consis-507

tent profile throughout the conversation. Again,508

when conditioned on “their persona”, the dialogue509

agent learns to predict the profile of its dialogue510

partner, which helps generate more engaging and511

personalized responses. Based on this motivation,512

we also conduct experiment with both “their” and513

“self” persona at the same time. We find this make514

significant future improvement and enabling dia-515

logue agent to generate dialogue responses that are516

both engaging and consistent.517

On the transferability of persona detection518

models As persona descriptions are not avail-519

able in most scenarios and datasets, we aim to en-520

able dialogue agent personalization for dialogue521

models trained in datasets where no persona de-522

scription is available with a persona detection523

model pretrained on PersonaChat. To test the524

transferability of trained persona detection mod-525

els, we combine persona detection models pre-526

trained on the PersonaChat dataset with dialogue527

systems trained on the Dailydialog dataset. The 528

pretrained persona detection models are fine-tuned 529

jointly with the pretrained dialogue model by max- 530

imizing the likelihood of ground-truth responses. 531

The results are shown in Table 3. We can see that 532

transferring pre-trained persona detection models 533

in the target dialogue domain is able to improve 534

the performance of dialogue models. Specifically, 535

predicting self-persona improves the consistency 536

of the dialogue agent while detecting the persona 537

of the dialogue partner improves the engagingness 538

of generated responses. The experimental result 539

also confirms the effectiveness of the proposed 540

persona generator model and the persona recon- 541

struction loss. 542

4.5 Ablation Study 543

To further understand the proposed models, we 544

conduct an ablation study that focuses on: 1) the 545

effectiveness of the multi-task learning architec- 546

ture and the multi-task objective of persona de- 547

tection models, and 2) the effect of available di- 548

alogue history length on the performance of per- 549

sona detection models. We employ the dialogue 550

response generation model with persona generator 551

with self persona as the full model and compare it 552

with the following ablated variants: (1) first half: 553

The variant where only the first half of conversa- 554

tions are used as the test set, which makes the input 555

dialogue history for persona generator shorter. (2) 556

second half: The counterpart of first half where 557

the available dialogue histories for persona gener- 558
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Model perplexity Dst Hits@1 Cons
Trans w/o Persona 19.87 18.4 67.3 0.04
- first half 23.48 15.2 62.5 -0.01
- second half 17.16 21.3 71.3 0.05

Persona Generator 17.31 21.1 81.2 0.34
- first half 19.72 20.0 77.6 0.28
- second half 16.04 22.6 84.7 0.38
- w/o shared layers 18.67 20.6 80.1 0.30
- w/o joint training 18.55 20.4 80.5 0.31

Table 4: Results of the ablation study

ator are longer. (3) w/o shared layers: The vari-559

ant where the persona generator does not share its560

first layer with the encoder of the dialogue model.561

(4) w/o joint training: The variant where the per-562

sona generator is exclusively trained with the re-563

construction loss without jointly training with the564

MLE objective.565

The results of the ablation study are shown in566

Table 4. We can see that both sharing layers and567

joint training improve the performance of the per-568

sona detection model, which demonstrates the ef-569

fectiveness of multi-task learning in our task. As570

for the influence of the length of the dialogue his-571

tory, we find that the proposed persona genera-572

tor model performs better when giving longer di-573

alogue history (i.e., the second half of the con-574

versation), which is demonstrated by a larger rel-575

ative improvement compared with the sequence-576

to-sequence baseline given the same dialogue his-577

tory. This is reasonable as longer dialogue history578

may provide richer information and help detect579

persona better. It also suggests that our approaches580

may be more effective for dialogue agents that aim581

to conduct relatively long dialogues with humans.582

This problem is similar to the well-known cold-583

start problem in the field of recommend systems.584

However, this does not suggest that our proposed585

approach is not useful for most application sce-586

narios where the dialogue agent must start the di-587

alogue from scratch. In contrast, our model will588

continually track the persona information of both589

the dialogue agent itself and the dialogue partner,590

thus maintaining a consistent persona throughout591

the progress of the dialogue and gradually improve592

the engagingness of generated responses with the593

dialogue going on. In addition, the ability to au-594

tomatically infer the persona information of the595

dialogue partner is also beneficial for real-world596

applications, where although we can pre-define a597

persona for the dialogue agent, the users’ persona598

is not always available.599

No persona I don’t know what you could not do ?
Trans + PE w/ self I am going to the club now.
Trans+ PE w/ their Do you want to play frisbee or something?
PG w/ self okay I am going to make a cake.
- Generated Persona: ... I craving eating cake...
PG w/ their I prefer that let’s watch tv together.
- Generated Persona: ... I like TV show...

Table 5: Case study of the continuation of the conver-
sation shown in Table 1 in the Appendix.

4.6 Qualitative Analysis 600

To better understand the proposed method intu- 601

itively, we conduct a case study by feeding dif- 602

ferent variants of the dialogue model with the dia- 603

logue history presented in the Appendix and gen- 604

erate different continuations of the conversation. 605

The next utterances generated by different model 606

variants are shown in Table 6. We can see that the 607

vanilla sequence-to-sequence dialogue model gen- 608

erates an irrelevant response that is not engaging. 609

In contrast, both the persona encoder which takes 610

the predefined persona description and the persona 611

generator which infers the persona from dialogue 612

history enables the dialogue agent to generate con- 613

sistent and relevant responses, which are likely to 614

be more engaging for the dialogue partner. In ad- 615

dition, we present the outputs of the decoder in 616

the persona generator, which demonstrates that the 617

proposed approach is more interpretable. 618

5 Conclusion 619

In this paper, we propose a dialogue personaliza- 620

tion approach that automatically infers the current 621

speakers’ persona based on the dialogue history, 622

which enables neural dialogue systems to gener- 623

ate personalized dialogue responses without using 624

persona description at test time. Our experiments 625

on the PersonaChat dataset show that the proposed 626

models can improve the model’s consistency and 627

engagingness when conditioning on the inferred 628

persona information of the dialogue agent itself or 629

the dialogue partner. We also conduct experiments 630

on the Dailydialog dataset where persona descrip- 631

tion is not available and find that pre-trained per- 632

sona detection models can be successfully trans- 633

ferred to other datasets without annotated persona 634

descriptions. This further demonstrates the poten- 635

tial of our approach for dialogue personalization 636

for domains where persona descriptions are not 637

available or expensive to collect. 638
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Ethics Considerations639

Our proposed method can generate personalized640

dialogue responses to users and improve the en-641

gaginess of the dialogue systems. It faces sev-642

eral common ethics concerns that a neural dia-643

logue system may generate unexpected responses644

that make human users uncomfortable. However,645

it is common for most neural dialogue systems.646

Another potential risk is that the persona genera-647

tor may generate unexpected persona information648

that makes user uncomfortable. This issue could649

be addressed by adding constraints on the gener-650

ated persona information.651
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